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Io has very high surface heat flow and an abundance of vol-
canic activity, which are thought to be driven by nonuniform tidal
heating in its interior. This nonuniform heat is transported to the
base of the lithosphere by very vigorous convection in Io’s sili-
cate mantle, the form of which is presumably responsible for the
distribution of surface features such as volcanoes and mountains.
We here present three-dimensional spherical calculations of man-
tle convection in Io, in order to ascertain the likely form of this
convection and the resulting distribution of heat flow at the surface
and core–mantle boundary. Different models of tidal dissipation are
considered: the endmember scenarios identified by M. N. Ross and
G. Schubert (1985, Icarus 64, 391–400) of dissipation in the entire
mantle, or dissipation in a thin (∼100-km-thick) asthenosphere,
as well as the “preferred” distribution of M. N. Ross et al. (1990,
Icarus 85, 309–325) comprising 1/3 mantle and 2/3 asthenosphere
heating. The thermal structure of Io’s mantle and asthenosphere is
found to be strongly dependent on tidal heating mode, as well as
whether the mantle–asthenosphere boundary is permeable or im-
permeable. Results indicate a large-scale flow pattern dominated
by the distribution of tidal heating, with superimposed small-scale
asthenospheric instabilities that become more pronounced with in-
creasing Rayleigh number. These small-scale instabilities spread

out the surface heat flux, resulting in smaller heat flux variations
with increasing Rayleigh number. Scaled to Io’s Rayleigh number of
O(1012), variations of order a few percent are expected. This small
but significant variation in surface heat flux may be compatible
with the observed distributions of volcanic centers and mountains,
which appear fairly uniform at first sight but display a discernible
distribution when suitably processed. The observed distribution of
volcanic centers is similar to the asthenosphere heating distribu-
tion, implying that most of the tidal heating in Io occurs in an
asthenosphere. c© 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

The innermost Galilean satellites of Jupiter, Io, Europa,
Ganymede, are in a Laplace resonance that maintains the
lites in noncircular orbits (e.g., (Peale 1999)). As a conseque
of its nonzero eccentricity, the distance between Io and Jup
and the overhead position of Jupiter in Io’s sky vary periodica
as Io orbits Jupiter. The resulting tidal deformation intens
heats Io (Pealeet al. 1979; Yoder 1979; Schubertet al. 1981;
0019-1035/01 $35.00
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Yoder and Peale 1981; Cassenet al. 1982; Ross and Schube
1985, 1986; Schubertet al.1986; Segatzet al.1988) and drives
the volcanic activity that has left its mark on every part of I
surface. Io has been volcanically resurfaced in the recent
logic past, and beginning withVoyager, we have been witness t
Io’s ongoing volcanic activity (Morabitoet al.1979; Smithet al.
1979a,b; Spencer and Schneider 1996; McEwenet al.1998a,b).
Galileo observations of Io in the visible and near infrared h
recorded volcanic plumes and lava flows with temperature
high as about 1800 K (Stansberryet al. 1997; McEwenet al.
1998b; Lopes-Gautieret al. 1999); the high-temperature lava
indicate that silicate volcanism is pervasive on Io (McEwenet al.
1998a,b). Tidal dissipation deposits a prodigious amount of
in Io; at least several times 1014 W is radiated to space from Io’
hot surface (Veederet al. 1994). Although Io is barely large
than Earth’s Moon, it radiates energy at a rate that is at lea
order of magnitude larger than the rate at which the entire E
is cooling (Schubertet al.2000).

The major questions about Io’s thermal state relate to wh
in Io’s interior the tidal heating is deposited and how the h
is transported to Io’s surface. Two endmember models of t
dissipation have been explored by Segatzet al. (1988). In one
model, tidal heating occurs in the deep mantle and is focuse
the core–mantle boundary. It is known from measurement
Io’s gravitational field (Andersonet al.1996) and shape (Thoma
et al. 1998) that Io has a metallic core whose radius may
as large as 50% of the satellite’s radius. In the other mo
tidal heating occurs in the shallow mantle and is focuse
the upper and lower boundaries of a low-viscosity, and perh
partially molten, asthenosphere. It is not known if Io has
asthenosphere.

Clues to the nature of tidal dissipation inside Io have lo
been sought in the distribution of volcanic features on Io’s s
face (Carret al.1998) and in the topography of Io’s surface (Ro
et al.1990). The possibility that surface observations might
veal the nature of tidal heating inside Io derives from differen
in Io’s surface heat flow pattern between the deep mantle h
ing model and the asthenosphere heating model. In the fo
model, surface heat flow maximizes at the poles, whereas i
latter model, surface heat flow has near equatorial maxima a
subjovian and antijovian longitudes and smaller local equato
maxima at the orbit tangent longitudes. Accordingly, an equ
rial preference of ongoing volcanic activity or surface volca
features would imply an internal tidal heat source mainly in
asthenosphere, while a polar preference would suggest a
source in the deep mantle. The predicted surface heat flow
terns are based on the assumption that tidally generated
is transported radially upward to the surface. However, if m
tle convection is the dominant heat transfer mechanism, it
smooth out the lateral spatial variations in internal heating
subdue or erase the pattern in the surface heat flow. This is
of the effects studied in the present paper.
Attempts to discern polar vs equatorial concentrations of v
canic features on Io’s surface have so far not led to convi
ET AL.
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ing results because volcanic features such as calderas and
are to be found everywhere. However, recent plume acti
and locations of persistent hot spots seem to prefer the e
tor (Lopes-Gautieret al.1999), and there are concentrations
bright spots and diffuse glows at the subjovian and antijov
points (McEwenet al. 1998a). These observations support
asthenosphere heating model. A spatially filtered view of I
volcanic features and mountains, presented in this paper, is
suggestive of tidal heating mainly in an asthenosphere.

Large-scale longitudinal variations in Io’s topography inferr
from Voyagerdata were used by Rosset al. (1990) to constrain
models of Io’s internal structure and tidal dissipation. TheVoy-
agertopography had peaks and troughs in the equatorial re
similar to the variations in surface heat flow from the asthe
sphere heating model. Importantly, the heat flow peaks occu
in the topographic troughs. Rosset al.(1990) concluded that the
topographic data were best fit by a model in which 2/3 of the
tidal heating was deposited in an asthenosphere and 1/3 of the
tidal heating was deposited in the deep mantle. The associ
of high heat flow with low topography required that the asthe
sphere lie below a compositionally distinct, light lithosphere
crust). TheVoyagertopography of Io has not been confirme
by Galileo observations (Thomaset al.1998). Nevertheless, in
this paper we adopt the internal structural and heating mod
Rosset al.(1990) to study the nature of mantle convection in
and its consequences for surface heat flow and volcanic act
We also consider the endmember models of all tidal heatin
an asthenosphere and all tidal heating in the deep mantle.

2. MODEL AND PARAMETERS

The timescale for convective motions is much larger than
timescale associated with the periodic tidal flexing of Io on
1.77-day orbit around Jupiter. Thus, for the purposes of mode
these convective motions, the mantle (including asthenosph
and lithosphere of Io are assumed to be highly viscous flu
and the infinite Prandtl number approximation, in which iner
terms in the momentum equation are ignored, is made. Du
the small size of Io, the effect of compressibility, as measu
for example, by the Dissipation number (Schubertet al.2000),
is expected to be negligible, so the Boussinesq approximatio
also assumed. Viscous heating due to the convection is ther
also neglected. Thus the equations describing conservatio
mass, momentum, and energy, plus the equation of state
qualitatively the same as those used in previous studies of
spherical convection applied to the mantles of Earth, Ven
and Mars (e.g., (Machetelet al. 1986; Bercoviciet al. 1989;
Schubertet al. 1990; Glatzmaier and Schubert 1993; Schub
et al.1993; Ratcliffet al.1995)). The key new feature compare
to previously modeled planetary bodies is a three-dimension
varying tidal dissipation function discussed below.

The surface boundary is assumed to be rigid and isother

ol-
nc-
It is assumed that the core is fluid; thus the lower (core–mantle)
boundary is assumed to be impermeable, shear-stress free, and
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3-D SIMULATIONS OF MA

isothermal. Furthermore, there is assumed to be zero net
flux across the core–mantle boundary, corresponding to a
and mantle in thermal equilibrium, with no secular cooling.
spherical harmonic space this means that the spherically s
metric (̀ = 0) part of the radial temperature gradient vanishe
the core–mantle boundary. Note that the` > 0 parts of this gra-
dient are not forced to vanish. Instead, we force the` > 0 parts
of the temperature to vanish, since the fluid core below ke
the boundary essentially isothermal. However, the spheric
symmetric part of the temperature is free to evolve with time

The assumed model of tidal dissipation and related inte
structure is based on that of Segatzet al. (1988) and Rosset al.
(1990). We consider their idealized cases of all dissipation
curring in a∼100-km-thick low-viscosity asthenosphere, or
dissipation occurring in a constant-viscosity mantle, as wel
the preferred model of Rosset al. (1990) consisting of 2/3 as-
thenospheric heating plus 1/3 mantle heating. Their tidal dissi
pation distributions obtained by solving the relevant equati
are here approximated using analytical functions, the horizo
forms of which are shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the sub- a
antijovian points correspond to 0◦ and 180◦ respectively. The
appropriate three-dimensional tidal dissipation function is
posed in the calculation as a heat source that is fixed in t
since the numerical timestep is large compared to the orb
period. Note that the average tidal dissipation is 2.5 order
magnitude higher than the heat produced by radiogenic h
producing elements in chondritic abundance; thus, radiog
heat production is neglected in these calculations.

The internal structure of our model consists of a 100-km-th
lithosphere/crust, a 100-km-thick low-viscosity asthenosph
and a 680-km-thick mantle. Viscosity is a function of radi
only, and is constant within each layer. The lithosphere/c
viscosity is 100 times higher than the viscosity in the man
whereas the viscosity in the asthenosphere is either the sam
that in the mantle or 100 times lower than that in the mantle. D
to numerical limitations, this asthenospheric viscosity is no
low as that in the model of Rosset al. (1990), but two orders of
magnitude reduction in viscosity should give some insight i
the behavior induced by a low-viscosity layer.

The internal mantle–asthenosphere boundary is assum
be permeable in some cases but impermeable in other c
An impermeable boundary is most consistent with the mode
Rosset al.(1990), in which it was assumed that extreme diff
entiation of the mantle has made the mantle and asthenosp
chemically distinct with a density contrast large enough to p
hibit intermixing. A permeable mantle–asthenosphere bound
corresponds to an Earth-like situation, in which the asthe
sphere is mainly due to the close approach of the geother
the solidus, and possibly the presence of partial melt in so
areas.

Suitable parameters for Io, based on an Fe–FeS core m
(Segatzet al.1988; Andersonet al.1996), are given in Table I
It is not possible using currently available resources to sim
late convection in Io in 3-D spherical geometry at the convect
TLE CONVECTION IN IO 81
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FIG. 1. Azimuthal distribution of heating for (a) asthenosphere and
mantle models, based on Segatzet al. (1988) and Rosset al. (1990). The sub-
and antijovian points correspond to 0◦ and 180◦ respectively. (c) The radia
distribution of heating for all mantle (solid line), all asthenosphere (das
line), and preferred (combined) modes (dotted line). Curves have the co
relative amplitude.

vigor that would result from the parameters in Table I. A co
mon measure of the convective vigor is the Rayleigh num
which for the case of pure internal heating is given by

RaH = ρgα〈Q〉D5

ηcpκ2
. (1)

For the parameters listed in Table I, and using the mantle
cosity that is assumed to be 1017 Pa s, RaH = 1.09× 1012, ap-
proximately four orders of magnitude higher than that wh
can currently be simulated. Thus, it is necessary to scale s
parameters to reduce RaH. A scaling is chosen that maintain
the correct heat flux and internal temperatures by adjusting
creasing) viscosityη and thermal diffusivityκ. Appropriate ad-

u-

ive
justments for these parameters can be derived by remembering
that, for internally heated convection, the Nusselt number Nu is
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TABLE I
Io’s Physical Properties

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Radius R 1821.3 km
Core radius Rc 941 km
Total mass M 8.9327× 1022 kg
Mass of core Mc 1.80161× 1022 kg
Mantle density ρ 3270 kg/m3

Total surface heat flow H 1014 W
Surface heat flux F 2.4 W/m2

Surface temperature Tsurf 100 K
Average tidal dissipation 〈Q〉 1.4023× 10−9 W/kg
Lithosphere thickness Dlith 100 km
Asthenosphere thickness Dasth 100 km
Gravitational acceleration g 1.8 m/s2

Heat capacity cp 1200 J kg−1 K−1

Thermal diffusivity κ 1.0× 10−6 m2/s
Thermal expansivity α 3× 10−5 K−1

Mantle viscosity ηmantle 1016–4× 1017 Pa s
Asthenosphere viscosity ηasth 108–1012 Pa s

given by

Nu= 1Tscale

1Tactual
where1Tscale= 〈Q〉D

2

cpκ
(2)

and1Tactual is the temperature increase across the system
scales roughly as

Nu∝ Ra1/4
H . (3)

We wish to keep1Tactual constant while varying RaH (hence
Nu) for fixed tidal heating rate〈Q〉. This can best be accom
plished by adjustingκ to scale1Tscale,

κModel

κIo
=
(

RaH,Model

RaH,Io

)−1/4

(4)

andη to account for the remainder of the change in RaH.

ηModel

ηIo
=
(

RaH,Model

RaH,Io

)−1/2

. (5)

Another parameter adjustment must be made to accoun
magmatic heat transport through the lithosphere, which is
ought to account for most of the heat transfer across the li
sphere. Thus,κlith in the lithospheric layer is really an “effec
tive” value that represents this process; this representatio
crude because a conductive, rather than a “magmatic resu

ing,” temperature profile will be obtained. A suitable value f
κlith should lead to reasonable interior temperatures, i.e., a t
ET AL.
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perature rise across the lithosphere1Tlith of about 1200 K. Based
on a conductive temperature profile this can be estimated a

κlith = Dlith F

ρcp1Tlith
. (6)

From the values in Table I, we getκlith = 5× 10−5 m2/s. This
value is not scaled with RaH as isκ in the asthenosphere an
mantle, because the parameters in the above equation do
change with RaH.

Cases

From the preceding discussion, it can be seen that four par
eters are changed: the Rayleigh number (varied over three o
of magnitude), tidal dissipation mode (mantle, asthenospher
combined), mantle-asthenosphere boundary (permeable o
permeable), and the asthenosphere viscosity (same as m
or 100 times lower). Table II lists the parameter combinatio
presented.

In Table II, RaH is calculated using the mantle viscosity. Th
volume-averaged〈RaH〉 is about 20 times higher in the cases wi
a low-viscosity asthenosphere, and 8% lower in the case w
a same-viscosity asthenosphere (because of the high-visc
lithosphere).

Numerical Method

Solutions are obtained via a spectral transform method pr
ously described in detail elsewhere (Glatzmaier 1988; Tack
et al. 1994). To summarize, variables are expanded in sph
cal harmonics azimuthally and Chebyshev polynomials radia
Three separate Chebyshev domains are used, representin
lithosphere, asthenosphere, and mantle, respectively. The u
separate Chebyshev expansions matched by continuity of ve
ity and stress at the interfaces, as used in some previous st
using this code (Glatzmaier and Schubert 1993; Tackleyet al.
1993, 1994), allows the different layers to have quite differ

TABLE II
Presented Cases

Case RaH Heating M–A boundary ηasth/ηmantle

1 2.5× 104 M P 0.01
2 2.5× 107 M P 0.01
3 2.5× 104 A P 0.01
4 2.5× 107 A P 0.01
5 2.5× 104 MA P 0.01
6 2.5× 105 MA P 0.01
7 2.5× 106 MA P 0.01
8 2.5× 107 MA P 0.01
9 2.5× 106 MA I 0.01

10 2.5× 107 MA I 0.01
11 2.5× 107 MA P 1.0
or
em-

Note. M=mantle, A= asthenosphere, MA= combined, P= permeable,
I= impermeable.
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physical properties such as viscosity and thermal conductivity,
and also provides enhanced radial resolution at the surface, the
core–mantle boundary, and the two internal boundaries. In ad-
dition, internal boundaries can be made impermeable if desired.
The resolution used depends on the Rayleigh number. Radial
resolution is either 33 Chebyshev levels in the mantle, 13 in the
asthenosphere, and 13 in the lithosphere (59 in total), or 49 lev-
els in the mantle and 21 levels in each of the asthenosphere and
lithosphere (91 in total). Azimuthally, the spherical harmonic
truncation between 31 and 191 was used (corresponding to be-
tween 96 and 576 points around the equator).

The numerical method is parallelized and solutions were run
on a “Beowulf” cluster of Pentium II PCs running Linux and
communicating using the MPI library. Cases were started from
either random conditions or a case with similar parameters and
run until statistical equilibrium was reached, at least 10,000 time-
steps and often more.

3. RESULTS

Effect of Heating Mode and Ra

Cases with either all-mantle heating or all-asthenosphere heat-
ing are illustrated in Fig. 2. The central point in the image is
at latitude 30◦N, longitude 20◦E; thus the subjovian point is
to the lower left of the image center. At low Ra (top row), the
convective patterns are steady state and basically reflect the tidal

FIG. 2. Isosurfaces of residual temperature (i.e., temperature anomaly) for cases 1–4 with either mantle heating or asthenospheric heating. The central point
in the image is at latitude 30◦N, longitude 20◦E. Cold isosurfaces (a, c, e, g) show where the temperature is the specified amount lower than the geotherm; hot
isosurfaces (b, d, f, h) show where it is higher than the geotherm. Contoured value is scaled by the standard deviation of the temperature field as follows: (a, b) mantle
heating, RaH = 2.5× 104, isosurfaces±266 K; (c, d), asthenospheric heating, RaH = 2.5× 104, isosurfaces±136 K; (e, f) mantle heating, RaH = 2.5× 107,
isosurfaces±70 K; (g, h) asthenospheric heating, RaH = 2.5× 107, isosurfaces±70 K.

dissipation distribution shown in Fig. 1. With pure mantle heat-
ing (Figs. 2a and 2b), there are upwellings at the poles and a
downwelling around the equator. The polar upwellings are not
axisymmetric but have a shape that reflects the tidal dissipation
distribution. With pure asthenosphere heating (Figs. 2c and 2d),
there are two major asthenospheric upwelling lobes centered
around the equator, with two minor ones in between, reflecting
the tidal heating distribution. Downwellings occur in between
these, but the major downwellings are at the two poles, oppo-
site to the situation with pure mantle heating, where upwellings
occur at the poles.

At a Rayleigh number three orders of magnitude higher (bot-
tom row), the temperature structure and overall flow pattern are
very similar to those at the lower Ra, but superimposed on them
are small-scale, time-dependent instabilities. The persistence of
the large-scale structure with increasing Ra is encouraging for
applying these results to Io, with its much higher Ra.

The temperature structure at high Ra may be further elucidated
by studying cross-sectional and constant-radius slices (Figs. 3a–
3h). It can be seen that most of the temperature contrast in the
system occurs across the lithosphere. In the mantle-heating case
(Figs. 3a, 3b, 3e, 3f), the major polar upwellings are the dom-
inant features, but the lower viscosity of the asthenosphere is
evident from the small-scale instabilities that develop in that re-
gion. In the asthenosphere heating case (Figs. 3c, 3d, 3g, 3h),
the asthenosphere is clearly hotter than the underlying mantle
region, in most places. The small-scale instabilities tend to look
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FIG. 3. Temperature slices for various cases with mantle RaH = 2.5× 107. Pole-to-pole slices at longitude= 0 (far right in Fig. 1) (a, c, i, k), equatorial slice
(b, d, j, l), and constant-radius sections at mid-asthenospheric depth (e, g, m, o) and mid-mantle depth (f, h, n, p). On the constant-radius sections,the central point
in the image is at latitude 30◦N, longitude 20◦. (a, b, e, f) Case 2, all-mantle heating, temperature range 100–2200 K. (c, d, g, h) Case 4, with all-asthen

heating, temperature range 100–1900 K. (i, j, m, n) Case 8, with combined heating, temperature range 100–1900 K. (k, l, o, p) Case 10, with combined heating and
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an impermeable asthenosphere–mantle boundary, temperature range 10

more point-like, rather than linear as the isosurfaces tend to
phasize. The major cold downwellings do appear to pene
into the mantle, to some extent.

In the asthenosphere-heating case the mantle receives ze
heat from the core, and no internal tidal heating (note that
radiogenic internal heating is orders of magnitude lower than
average tidal dissipation), so it is interesting to ascertain whe
there is any significant circulation in the mantle, and what te

perature it adopts. There will inevitably be some circulatio
induced by a combination of mechanical and thermal coupl
–2400 K.
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with the overlying asthenosphere. Mechanical coupling sho
be made small by the viscosity contrast. Thermal coupling w
warm thin regions at the top of the mantle that are under
eas of hot asthenosphere. These warm mantle regions will
tend to rise up into the asthenosphere (assuming a perme
boundary), inducing some circulation in the rest of the man
Regarding the horizontally averaged temperature, the mant
stably stratified on average, with coldest material at the bott

n

ing
What determines this equilibrium state? The mantle cannot get
too warm because then downwellings from the asthenosphere
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FIG. 7. Variations in surface, base-of-lithosphere and CMB heat fluxes for cases 5–8 with combined heating, a permeable asthenosphere–mantle boundary,
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and RaH increasing in factors of 10 from 2.5× 104 (top row) to 2.5× 107 (botto

would penetrate it and cool it down. On the other hand, the s
ond law of thermodynamics prevents the mantle from becom
colder than the coldest asthenospheric downwellings. Inde
the mantle is slowly warmed over very long timescales by th
mal diffusion from above. Thus, the equilibrium state will b
a balance between this conductive warming and cooling by
thenospheric downwellings.

The combined heating case (2/3 asthenosphere, 1/3 man-
tle) results in an interesting compromise between the two fl
patterns that is clearest at low Ra (Figs. 4a and 4b). The
thenospheric polar downwellings dominate the mantle polar
welling, diverting the polar upwelling into a ring around the p
lar region. In the asthenosphere this diverted mantle upwel
combines with the asthenospheric upwellings to give an exp
sion that is quite different from the purely asthenospheric mo
in two ways: (i) the symmetry around the equator is virtua

fourfold, rather than twofold, and (ii) upwellings are focused
lobes north and south of the equator, whereas with pure asthe
row). The color bar is in W/m2.
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spheric heating the upwellings form large patches straddling
equator. Thus, it is clear that the effect of combining the t
heating modes cannot be predicted by simply adding the t
perature distribution from each mode in isolation, because t
strongly modulate each other.

The effect of Ra on the results is most clearly indicated
Fig. 4, which shows results for the same model but at fo
different Rayleigh numbers increasing downward in order
magnitude steps. As Ra is increased, the upwellings and do
wellings develop small-scale instabilities. These instabilities
initially linear and aligned with the flow direction, which i
expected from studies on the development of instabilities i
shear flow (Richter 1973; Richter and Parsons 1975), and w
may occur underneath oceanic plates on Earth. As Ra is
creased these linear instabilities break up further and sta
develop a more point-like nature. It is expected that if Ra w
in
no-
increased further, point-like rather than linear instabilities would
be dominant.
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FIG. 4. Isosurfaces of residual temperature for cases 5–8 with combi
heating and mantle RaH increasing by factors of 10. Cold isosurfaces (left sid
show where the temperature is the specified amount lower than the geotherm
isosurfaces (right side) show where it is higher than the geotherm. Contou
value is scaled by the standard deviation of the temperature field as follo
(a, b) RaH = 2.5× 104, isosurfaces±145 K; (c, d), RaH = 2.5× 105, iso-
surfaces±104 K, (e, f) RaH = 2.5× 106, isosurfaces±73 K; (g, h) RaH =
2.5× 107, isosurfaces±50 K.

The highest-Ra case can be further examined by looking
temperature slices (Figs. 3i, 3j, 3m, 3n). In these views, the sm

scale modes are seen to be restricted to the asthenosphere
are visible both in the slices and in constant-radius sectio
ET AL.
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in which they look very point-like. In these views the ma
upwellings look quite narrow, which is interesting because t
arise from distributed heating rather than a focused boun
layer.

Impermeable Mantle–Asthenosphere Boundary

An impermeable mantle–asthenosphere boundary is mos
sistent with the model of Rosset al.(1990), as discussed earlie
The impermeable boundary makes a large difference to the
pattern, as shown in two cases illustrated in Fig. 5. At the lo
Ra (Figs. 5a, 5b), the temperature structure in the mantle l
like that obtained with pure mantle heating, with upwellings
the poles and downwellings at the equator. Likewise, the tem
ature structure in the asthenosphere looks similar to that obta
with pure asthenospheric heating. Thus, both regions are ab
exhibit their preferred flow pattern, which is not the case wit
permeable boundary. The coupling between the layers is d
inantly mechanical, with upwellings in one layer (for examp
at the poles in the mantle) associated with downwellings in
other layer (at the poles in the asthenosphere).

However, at the highest Ra (Figs. 5c, 5d), the flow pattern
pears more complex, particularly in the mantle where the str
polar upwelling and equatorial downwelling are not evident,
though there still seem to be more mantle downwellings nea
equator than near the poles. Mechanical coupling is still evid
for example, the north-to-south downwelling near the cente
5c, but apparently thermal coupling plays a greater role.

Figures 3k, 3l, 3o, 3p show slices through this higher
model. There is clearly a large temperature difference betw
the asthenosphere and mantle, due to the presence of an
nal boundary layer. The asthenospheric temperature dist
tion (Fig. 3o) resembles the asthenosphere heating distribu
whereas the mantle seems fairly uniformly hot, with scatte
downwellings that are more prevalent near the equator.

Previous work on layered convection indicates a prefere
for mechanical coupling when the viscosity contrast betw
the layers is small but thermal coupling when the visco
contrast between the layers is large (Olson 1984, Cserepe
Rabinowicz 1985, Ellsworth and Schubert 1988, Glatzmaier
Schubert 1993). The presented results have an intermediat
cosity contrast, but the real viscosity contrast in Io may be m
higher, implying thermal coupling.

Effect of Asthenosphere Viscosity

What effect does the low viscosity of the asthenosphere h
To gain some insight into this question, a case is presente
which the asthenosphere has the same viscosity as the m
rather than a 100 times lower viscosity. The results, illustra
in Figs. 5e and 5f, should be compared to those Figs. 4g
4h, which have the same mantle and lithospheric viscosity
1/100 the asthenospheric viscosity. The large-scale temper
distribution looks similar, but small-scale instabilities are l

, and
ns,
prevalent and are not restricted to the asthenosphere in the case
with the same asthenosphere and mantle viscosity. Thus, the
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FIG. 5. Isosurfaces of residual temperature for cases 9, 10, and 11, with combined heating and various physical characteristics. Isosurfaces
are colder than the geotherm, whereas isosurfaces on the right are hotter than the geotherm. Contoured value is scaled by the standard deviatiolows:

(a, b) impermeable A–M boundary, RaH = 2.5× 106,±95 K; (c, d) impermeable A–M boundary, RaH = 2.5× 107,±100 K; (e, f) permeable A–M boundary but
asthenosphere same viscosity as mantle, RaH = 2.5× 107,±83 K.
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FIG. 8. Variations in surface, base-of-lithosphere and CMB heat fluxes for cases 2, 4, 10, and 11 with mantle RaH = 2.5× 107 and all-mantle heating (top

row), all-asthenospheric heating (2nd row), combined heating with an impermeable mantle–asthenosphere boundary (3rd row), and combined heating with an

e
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h
a
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g

asthenospheric viscosity equal to mantle viscosity (bottom row).

main effect of lower asthenospheric viscosity seems to b
promote small-scale convective instabilities. In Io the visco
contrast between mantle and asthenosphere may be highe

Temperature Profiles

Figure 6 shows geotherms for the five cases at the hig
Rayleigh number. In all cases, there is a large, linear temper
gradient across the lithosphere, as expected because as dis
earlier, the lithospheric thermal diffusivity was chosen to giv
reasonable temperature drop over the lithosphere (Eq. (6)) a
the same for all cases, as is the lithospheric thickness of 100
Cases with some mantle heating (i.e., all cases except “Asth
sphere”) display a temperature rise near the CMB due to the
in tidal dissipation there (Fig. 1), although the temperature

dient at the CMB is fixed at 0. The pure mantle-heating ca
(“Mantle”) displays a temperature drop from mantle to asthen
to
ity
.
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FIG. 6. Temperature profiles (geotherms) for the five RaH = 2.5× 107

cases 2, 4, 8, 10, and 11.
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FIG. 10. Global distribution maps for volcanic centers (top) and mountains (bottom) on Io. Shown is the areal density in units of 106 km−2. A strong
anti-correlation between global distribution of volcanic centers and mountains is apparent. Values were determined by measuring the number of volcanic centers
or mountains within a standard counting circle 15◦ in radius. Volcanic centers were defined as specific eruption sites, isolated lava flows, or individual vo
constructs. Mountains were defined as contiguous nonerosional structures with positive relief exceeding∼1 km. Data are color-coded from blue (low) to red (high
with black indicating zero density. Areal density of volcanic centers ranges from 0 to 25.5× 106 km−2, and from 0 to 10× 106 km−2 for mountains (the low

densities of volcanic centers are near the poles and could be incomplete due to oblique viewing geometry). Data are based onVoyagerandGalileonominal mission
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images (Schenk and Hargitai, 1998).

sphere which is probably due to the more efficient heat tra
port in the low-viscosity asthenosphere. The asthenosph
heating case (“Asthenosphere”) displays a subadiabatic ma
with a peak temperature in the asthenosphere due to the
heating. The preferred (combined) heating case (“Preferr
shows characteristics of both of these cases. With an im
meable mantle–asthenosphere boundary (“Impermeable”)
lower mantle is much hotter than the asthenosphere due to
internal boundary layer that forms to conduct heat across
boundary. With a high-viscosity asthenosphere (“Same vis
the whole interior is substantially hotter due to a large th
mal boundary layer at the top of the asthenosphere, indica

the importance of the low-viscosity asthenosphere in impro
ing heat transport. The mantle temperatures in the impermea
ns-
ric-
tle,

tidal
d”)
er-
the
the

this
”),
r-

ting

mantle–asthenosphere boundary and same asthenospher
cosity cases would result in almost total melting and are t
unrealistically high. In reality, higher temperature would res
in lower viscosity hence more vigorous convection, likely sta
lizing the temperature at a much lower value than in the pre
model where viscosity is fixed in advance. This is someth
that must be addressed in future modeling.

Surface and CMB Heat Flux Variations

The distribution of surface heat flow is probably the most u
ful property of these simulations that can be related to obs
ables like volcanism, topography, and mountains. The heter

v-
ble
neous heat flow across the CMB may be responsible for driving
circulation in a fluid core, which may induce a magnetic field,
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as Ra is increased, so for the purposes of relating heat flux
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some evidence for which was obtained by Galileo magnetom
measurements (Kivelsonet al.1996). Thus, it is important to as
sess which cases give surface heat flows that are compatible
observations, and how the heat flow distributions scale with
It was previously assumed (Rosset al.1990) that heat flow would
occur directly above heat production. In Io, the lithospheric h
flow is thought to be accommodated by magmatic transp
whereas in these calculations, heat is transported through
lithosphere by conduction, which may produce an unreali
“filtering” of heat flux variations. Thus, we consider the vari
tion of heat flux into the base of the lithosphere, as well as at
outer surface.

Figure 7 shows the effect of Rayleigh number on heat fl
through the surface, base of lithosphere, and CMB for ca
with the combined heating distribution. These have been ti
averaged over the last half of each run to integrate over ti
dependent small-scale instabilities. Plots show heat flux va
tions relative to the average, which is about 2.4 W/m2 for the
surface but 0 for the CMB.

The surface heat flow variation clearly shows the eight d
tinct maxima, with four maxima in the longitudinal directio
and two going from pole to pole. As Ra is increased, heat
variation is reduced, while a more focused pattern of almost
ear high-heat-flux anomalies appears. These linear feature
be attributed to the “deflected” mantle heating. The reduc
in heat flow variation is due to the spreading out of anoma
by small-scale convection. The heat flow into the base of
lithosphere looks similar to the surface heat flow at low Ra,
displays an increasing amount of small-scale structure as
is increased. This small-scale structure is associated with
small-scale asthenospheric instabilities, and does not appe
the surface heat flux distributions because the (mostly con
tive) lithosphere acts as a filter to short-wavelength struct
The CMB has heat flux variations that are larger than surf
heat flux variations by a factor of∼2, with a cubic arrangemen
of peaks, four around the equator and two at the poles. T
peaks correspond to the positions of downwellings. The pat
of CMB heat flux anomalies is approximately opposite to
pattern of surface heat flux anomalies.

The effects of other physical characteristics are show in Fi
for the highest-Ra cases. With mantle-only heating, surface
base-of-lithosphere heat flux maxima occur at the poles, whe
CMB heat flux maxima occur in two places at the equator, w
the two patterns again being anticorrelated. With asthenosph
only heating, the surface and base-of-lithosphere heat flux d
butions resemble the heating distribution, whereas at the C
heat flux variations are negligible at the scale being plotted. W
an impermeable mantle–asthenosphere boundary, the su
and base-of-lithosphere heat flux patterns also resemble th
thenospheric heating pattern, whereas the CMB high heat flo
concentrated around the equator, consistent with mantle hea
It is interesting that in this case the asthenospheric instabil
(visible in the base-of-lithosphere heat flux distribution) app

to be fully three-dimensional, rather than the linear instabilitie
ET AL.
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FIG. 9. Scaling of rms and peak-to-peak heat flux variation for cases
with combined heating and a permeable mantle–asthenosphere boundary

observed with a permeable asthenosphere:mantle bounda
same-viscosity asthenosphere leads to heat flow similar to
of the combined heating, but with smaller peaks at the poles
asthenospheric instabilities with a slightly larger scale.

How can the Ra trend be extrapolated to Io’s Rayleigh nu
ber? Figure 9 shows how peak-to-peak and rms (i.e., standar
viation) heat flux variation scale with Ra for the four combine
heating cases illustrated in Fig. 7. Surface, base-of-lithosp
and CMB fluxes are considered. For the boundary fluxes (sur
and CMB), all measures of heat flux variation appear to sc
in approximately the same way, although the lines are not
fectly linear. The base-of-lithosphere flux scales differently, w
peak-to-peak variation being almost constant, and rms varia
decreasing with Ra slower than the rms variation of bound
fluxes. With the assumption of a power-law relationship

1F ∝ RaβH , (7)

where1F is the variation in surface heat flux, least-squa
fits to the four boundary flux lines yield exponentsβ between
−0.144 and−0.226, with an average of−0.189. This expo-
nent is close to the value of−0.2 obtained in a related study i
Cartesian geometry (Tackley 2001). Exponents for the base
lithosphere lines are−0.107 for the rms variation and 0.001 fo
the peak-to-peak variation, with an average of all six lines be
−0.144.

With these exponents, heat flux variations can be scaled f
the highest Rayleigh number in this study (2.5× 107) to the
Rayleigh number of Io (∼1012), a difference of about 4.5 or
ders of magnitude. However, due to the difference between
scaling of heat flux variations at the surface and base of li
sphere, there is some uncertainty in this extrapolation. F
Fig. 7 it is clear that the larger variations in base-of lithosph
heat flux are associated with increasingly small-scale struc
sto large-scale distributions of surface features, some degree of
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long-wavelength filtering (as obtained, for example, by con
ering surface heat flux) may be appropriate. Taking the sur
scaling exponentβ of −0.2 leads to a further reduction in he
flux variation by a factor of∼8. Thus, a surface peak-to-pe
variation of 0.4 W/m2 (read from Fig. 9) would be reduced
0.05 W/m2 for Io, a variation of about 2% of the mean surfa
heat flux. With an impermeable mantle–asthenosphere bo
ary (case 10, Fig. 8, 3rd row), the surface heat flux variations
somewhat larger, so 2% should be regarded as a lower bo
Taking the scalings for base-of-lithosphere heat flux variatio
peak variation should remain roughly constant, and rms va
tion (β = −0.1) should be reduced by a factor of∼3, falling
from 0.3 to 0.1 W/m2, a variation of about 4% of the mean su
face heat flux. In conclusion, a surface heat flux variation
few percent is expected at Io’s convective vigor.

What variations in CMB heat flux are expected? The pe
to-peak variation of∼0.7 W/m2 read from Fig. 9 for the highes
Rayleigh number of 2.5× 107 would scale to∼0.09 W/m2 at
Io’s convective vigor.

Comparison with Surface Observations

The surface of Io is dominated by two major landforms: v
canic centers and mountains. The distribution of both could
influenced by internal convection: volcanic centers could be
calized over rising asthenosphere, and mountains and rifts c
form over zones of compression or extension in the overly
crust. The roughly 60 currently active volcanic hotspots (as
tected byVoyagerandGalileo) appear to be more or less un
formly distributed over the surface, although they might
cur less frequently in whitish, SO2-rich areas (Lopes-Gautie
et al.1999). Persistently active hotspots tend to be distribute
equatorial regions, however, which Lopes-Gautieret al. (1999)
suggested was more compatible with asthenospheric tidal d
pation.

There are over 300 active and inactive volcanic centers
cluding calderas, flow-fields, shield volcanoes, and plume ve
These presumably provide a more integrated record of volc
activity on Io over geologic time. Carret al. (1998) report a
global asymmetry in the distribution of volcanic centers, w
weak antipodal concentrations near 0◦ and 180◦ longitude. Un-
published global surveys by Schenk and Hargitai (1998)
Schenket al. (2000) also support such a distribution (Fig. 10
Global maps of volcanos on Io are subject to a variety of bia
The recognition of discrete volcanic centers can be difficult n
the poles and on surfaces obscured by recent plume depos
is noted that both studies usedGalileo nominal mission data to
map volcanoes over the antijovian hemisphere, which are s
factor 2–3 poorer in resolution thanVoyagerimaging over the
subjovian hemisphere. The addition ofGalileo GEM data over
these regions, with resolutions comparable toVoyager, should
improve the robustness of this conclusion.

Although the origins of Io’s 100 or so mountains are u

clear, most are nonvolcanic and many appear to be tilted fa
blocks (Carret al.1998; Schenk and Bulmer 1998). No obviou
TLE CONVECTION IN IO 91
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distribution pattern, such as linear or arcuate ranges, has
detected to suggest that mountains on Io are linked to an in
nal convection pattern. Rather, the choice seems to be whe
the formation of mountains on Io is secondarily influenced
internal dynamics. UsingGalileo nominal mission data, Car
et al.(1998) concluded that mountains are essentially rando
distributed on the surface. UsingVoyagerstereo data in combi
nation withGalileonominal and GEM data, Schenk and Hargi
(1998) find a distinctly asymmetric distribution (Fig. 10b). T
two areas with the greatest areal concentrations of mountain
centered near 90◦ and 270◦ longitude, located 90◦ in longitude
from the apparent volcanic concentration areas.Galileo GEM
data analysis (Schenket al.2000) strengthens these conclusion

The distribution patterns of mountains and volcanoes, h
ever preliminary, suggest a relatively simple internal heat
and convection pattern within Io’s mantle, consistent with
3-D convection models. The distribution pattern of volcano
on Io (Fig. 10a) resembles the asthenospheric heating pa
(Fig. 1a), suggesting that asthenospheric heating is the d
nant tidal heating mode in Io. Surface heat flux distributio
for cases with all asthenospheric heating or 2/3 asthenosphere
heating and an impermeable asthenosphere:mantle boun
(Fig. 8) resemble the asthenosphere heating distribution. H
ever, surface heat flux distributions for cases with 2/3 astheno-
sphere heating and a permeable asthenosphere:mantle bou
(Fig. 7) are slightly different from the asthenosphere hea
distribution, due to the heat input from “deflected” polar u
wellings, as discussed earlier. Thus, it appears that either
asthenosphere heating or mixed heating with in imperme
asthenosphere:mantle boundary provides the best match to
face observations. The links between mountain formation
collapse, regional volcanic activity, and mountain burial are
well understood, however, and furtherGalileo GEM data anal-
ysis should prove illuminating.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here show that the thermal structu
Io’s mantle and asthenosphere is strongly dependent on
heating mode, as well as other physical characteristics s
as whether the mantle–asthenosphere boundary is perm
or impermeable. Models with only mantle heating or only
thenosphere heating display thermal structures and boun
heat flux distributions that closely resemble the tidal heat
distribution. Mantle heating produces upwellings at the po
and downwellings at the equator, whereas asthenosphere
ing produces downwellings at the poles and a low-latitude p
tern of upwellings and downwellings that resembles the ti
heating distribution, with two major hot lobes facing toward a
away from Jupiter. With only asthenosphere heating, the ma
is stably stratified on average with very subdued tempera
variations, an overall temperature similar to that of the cold

ult
s
regions in the asthenosphere, and flows driven by a combination
of thermal and mechanical coupling to the asthenosphere.
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With combined heating based on the “preferred” model
Rosset al. (1990), the asthenospheric polar downwellings
flect the mantle polar upwellings to lower latitudes, result
in a thermal structure and heat flow pattern that has eight
tinct maxima, two in the pole-to-pole direction and four in t
equatorial direction. If the mantle–asthenosphere boundar
however, impermeable, the structures in the mantle and asth
sphere again come to resemble the respective heating dis
tions, with dominantly mechanical coupling between the laye
although this may revert to thermal coupling if the viscos
contrast were larger.

As Rayleigh number is increased, the large-scale struc
remains stable, but small-scale asthenospheric instabilities
come increasingly pronounced, and transition from linear
point-like as Rayleigh number is increased. Lower asthe
spheric viscosity accentuates these small-scale instabilities
results presented cover three orders of magnitude in Rayl
number, but are still four orders of magnitude in Rayleigh nu
ber lower than the real Io. It may be that the observed trend
be simply extrapolated to Io; however, it is sometimes the c
in fluid dynamical situations that the system undergoes tra
tions in behavior as a parameter is changed, rather than chan
smoothly. For example, a transition to turbulent and then to “h
turbulent” convection has been documented in infinite-Pran
number fluids (Hansenet al.1990; Yuenet al.1993; Travis and
Olson 1994). Additional transitions may occur at even hig
Rayleigh numbers (Vincent and Yuen 2000).

The small-scale convection spreads out the surface heat
so that variations are much smaller than that predicted by s
ple vertical heat transport, although the pattern looks sim
to the tidal heating distribution. Interpolating to Io’s convecti
regime, heat flux variations are estimated to be small, of o
a few percent. This may be consistent with observations of
distribution of surface volcanism and mountains, which at fi
glance seem fairly uniformly (randomly) distributed, but af
analysis, display a distribution that somewhat resembles th
thenospheric heating pattern, with a maximum at the equator
two repetitions of the pattern in the longitudinal direction (i.e
wavelength of 180◦). This symmetry constrains the model to
either all-asthenospheric heating or combined heating with
impermeable mantle–asthenosphere boundary, i.e., the mod
Rosset al. (1990).

We have based our interior structure and tidal dissipa
model on that developed in a series of papers (Ross and Sch
1985, 1986; Segatzet al.1988; Rosset al.1990), and concluded
that the preferred model in the latter paper may provide a rea
able fit to observations. It is possible, however, to imagine
ferent interior structure models (e.g., Keszthelyiet al. (1999)).
For example, rather than having a distinct asthenosphere
mantle with a jump in viscosity between them, it is possible t
viscosity could increase smoothly with depth by several ord
of magnitude, due to a smooth decrease in percentage of p

melt. Of course, any interior structure model must be capa
of generating the observed surface heat flux, and no one ha
ET AL.
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investigated the tidal dissipation that would result from a mo
with a smooth viscosity profile. Thus, consideration of su
models is deferred to future studies that should also simu
tidal dissipation.

There are several other physical complexities that are
glected in the present study and should be modeled in the
ture. Lateral variations in viscosity (and elastic modulus) aris
from lateral temperature variations should be represented
though this may be a small effect in the asthenosphere wher
low viscosity would allow only small lateral temperature va
ations. However, in reality there will be a two-way feedback
which viscosity variations due to convection affect the distrib
tion of tidal heating, which in turn affects the convection. Th
may result in nonlinear behavior, which results in very tim
dependent heating and convection (Ojakangas and Steve
1986). Io’s interior may also contain large percentages of p
tial melt (Keszthelyiet al. 1999), which introduces dynamica
complexities such as melt–solid segregation (McKenzie 19
Richter and McKenzie 1984; Scott and Stevenson 1984, 19
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